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Making Christian History
Nov 02 2020 Known as the
“Father of Church History,”
Eusebius was bishop of
Caesarea in Palestine and the
leading Christian scholar of his
day. His Ecclesiastical History
is an irreplaceable chronicle of
Christianity’s early
development, from its origin in
Judaism, through two and a
half centuries of illegality and
occasional persecution, to a
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new era of tolerance and favor
under the Emperor
Constantine. In this book,
Michael J. Hollerich recovers
the reception of this text across
time. As he shows, Eusebius
adapted classical historical
writing for a new “nation,” the
Christians, with a distinctive
theo-political vision. Eusebius’s
text left its mark on Christian
historical writing from late
antiquity to the early modern
period—across linguistic,

cultural, political, and religious
boundaries—until its encounter
with modern historicism and
postmodernism. Making
Christian History demonstrates
Eusebius’s vast influence
throughout history, not simply
in shaping Christian culture
but also when falling under
scrutiny as that culture has
been reevaluated, reformed,
and resisted over the past
1,700 years.
Corbly-Corfman and
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Bachlor-Berry Families Jul
30 2020 The Corbly-Corfman
and Bachlor-Berry Families is a
four part genealogy of each of
the families; each part contains
illustrations, bibliography, and
index. This book establishes the
ancestry of Earl Jackson Corbly
and Ina Fay Bachlor Corbly
who were married in 1927. It
was written for their
descendants, but is also a
valuable genealogical source
for each of the four family
lines. Pastor John Corbly is
traced from 1733 in his home
in Dunshaughlin, County
Meath, Ireland. Johann Philipp
Korffmann is traced from 1653
in his home in Alzey-Stein
Bockenheim, Germany. John
Batchelor is traced from 1543
in his home in Chesham,
Buckinghamshire, England.
And David Berry is traced from
1630 in his home in Saggart,
Leinster, County Dublin,
Ireland.
Origines Ecclesiasticæ Apr
07 2021
Congressional Record Index
Feb 23 2020 Includes history of
bills and resolutions.
The Works of the Rev.
Joseph Bingham Sep 19 2019
Russian Orthodoxy Under the
Old Regime Mar 18 2022
Russian Orthodoxy under the
Old Regime was first published
in 1978. Minnesota Archive
Editions uses digital technology
to make long-unavailable books
once again accessible, and are
published unaltered from the
original University of
Minnesota Press editions. In
this book, which is especially
suitable for course use, eleven
scholars examine one of the
most important institutions of
imperial Russia, the Orthodox
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church in the two centuries
before the Russian revolution.
The material is arranged in two
sections, the first devoted to
Orthodoxy's role in Russian
social and cultural life and the
second dealing with the
church's relationship to the
tsarist regime.
A Catalogue of Pamphlets,
Tracts, Proclamations,
Speeches, Sermons, Trials,
Petitions from 1506 to 1700
in the Library of the
Honourable Society of
Lincoln's Inn Mar 06 2021
Myrtle, Mississippi Growing Up
In a Small Town During the
Depression Jun 21 2022 Here is
the story of what life was like
for a boy growing up in a small
southern town during the years
of the Great Depression, then
continuing on to service in
World War II, getting an
education, and building a
career. It’s no different that
what many young men born at
this time did. Between the
financial struggles of the
Depression years culminating
with our entry into World War
II, this was a difficult time in
America’s history. There were
many hardships, but there was
fun too. Along the way are
stories about country life, farm
chores and colorful local
residents and relatives.
Congressional Record Sep 12
2021 The Congressional
Record is the official record of
the proceedings and debates of
the United States Congress. It
is published daily when
Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began
publication in 1873. Debates
for sessions prior to 1873 are
recorded in The Debates and
Proceedings in the Congress of

the United States (1789-1824),
the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe
(1833-1873)
The Spiritual-Industrial
Complex Aug 31 2020 This
fascinating volume argues that
American leaders in the early
Cold War considered the
conflict to be profoundly
religious, that they saw
Communism not as godless but
as a religion fighting faith with
faith. As a result, they
deliberately used religious
beliefs and institutions as part
of the plan to defeat the Soviet
enemy. Jonathan Herzog offers
an illuminating account of the
spiritual-industrial complex,
chronicling the rhetoric,
programs, and policies that
became its hallmarks.
Origines ecclestiasticæ: or, The
antiquities of the Christian
Church ... The second edition,
corrected Nov 14 2021
Origines Ecclesiasticæ: Or,
The Antiquities of the
Christian Church ... Dec 15
2021
Spoken English and how to
Teach it Jan 04 2021
Recruiting Young Love Apr
26 2020 "Explores more than a
half century of American
church debate about
homosexuality to show that
even as the main lesson-homosexuality is bad, teens are
vulnerable--has remained
constant, the arguments and
assumptions have changed
remarkably. The story is told
through a wide variety of
sources, including oral
histories, interviews, memoirs,
and even pulp novels; the
result is a fascinating window
onto the never-ending battle
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for the teenage soul."--from
publisher's description.
Kinzua Jul 22 2022 The future
of the valley of the upper
Allegheny River was
predetermined in the 1930s
with talks of flood control. As
time drew nearer for
construction of Kinzua Dam,
even the last protesters
conceded their world was
doomed. It was not the end of
the world, but it was the end of
their world, their way of life-for how can you infuse hope
into the spirit of man when all
is ordained to be taken from
him? To those who intimately
knew these times, perhaps the
valleys are better known by
what is gone than by what
remains today. True, the past
cannot be captured, but we
may forever ponder the times
lost--villages abandoned; farms
without green fields; trees
cleared and burned, as the fires
set by the Corps rid the valleys
and remote hamlets of the
residue of human life. For
centuries the Allegheny hills
acted as stewards guarding,
perhaps falsely, the destiny of
the inhabitants. Kinzua Dam
held back the Allegheny River
as everyone and everything
previously known vanished
beneath it. As some witnessed
the extinction of a valley,
others marveled at the
engineering of a great dam--for
as Cornplanter discerned--upon
the eternal scroll, time writes
the passing.
Kenosis Creativity
Architecture Jun 09 2021
Kenosis Creativity Architecture
locates and explores
creativity’s grounding in the
ancient concept of kenosis, the
“emptying” that allows
sample-church-dedication-speech

creativity to happen; that
makes appearance possible. It
concretises that grounding
through architecture—a primal
expression of human
creativity—critically examining,
for the first time, kenotic
instantiations evidenced in four
iconic, international projects;
works by Kahn, Pei, Ando, and
Libeskind. Then, in a final turn,
the potentiality of
architecture’s own emptying is
probed. Architect and author
Randall Lindstrom draws on
Western and Eastern
philosophy, including that of
Heidegger, Levinas, Derrida,
Vattimo, Nishida, and
Nishitani, as well as on the
theology of Christianity,
Judaism, and aspects of
Buddhism, Hinduism, and
Islam. Every chapter expands
the argument that, if
responsiveness to our world is
taken seriously—if proper and
sustainable responses are to be
realised—then a deeper
understanding of creativity,
and so kenosis, is essential.
This book opens-up a way of
thinking about creativity and
humanity’s readiness to be
creative. It thereby presents a
crucial enquiry—at the nexus of
architecture, philosophy, and
theology—for researchers,
graduate and postgraduate
students, and practitioners
alike.
Between Concept and Identity
May 20 2022 The identity of
places of worship is one of the
most difficult problems faced
by religious architecture at the
start of this new millennium.
Contemporary globalising
experiences demand,
peremptorily, a reflection, both
conceptual and situational, on

the origin of objects, people
and institutions. Nevertheless,
the chance of these migration
flows annihilating alreadyexisting religious identities is
perceived as a problem. This
problem is directly linked to
the survival of architecture as a
system carrying a material
representation of the divine
and constituting a selfreference system for the
community of believers.
Therefore, it is important to
define the extent to which the
new religious architecture has
given room to an abstract type
of formal experimentation
which is disconnected from
social reality. Does this
architecture maintain its
bridging, sacramental value,
or, on the contrary, has it given
way to the conceptualist trends
still alive in the artistic world?
Is metaphor a valid concept for
the Christian religion? Is there
an essential aspect linking this
architecture to the centuriesold tradition of the Catholic
Church? Different
architectural, pedagogical,
exhibition and formal initiatives
have arisen in recent years and
it is necessary to get to know
them, with the purpose of
understanding where
contemporary religious
architecture is heading in its
eternal search for a permanent
identity.
A Copious Fountain Oct 01
2020 A Copious Fountain tells
the two-hundred-year-old story
of Union Presbyterian
Seminary in Richmond,
Virginia. From its first days at
Hampden-Sydney College,
Union Presbyterian Seminary
has answered its call to equip
educated ministers to serve the
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church. As the first institution
of its kind in the South, Union
Presbyterian Seminary created
a standard for theological
education across
denominational affiliations.
This systematic history of
Union Presbyterian Seminary
gives cultural and historical
context to the school through
its bicentennial year.
Combining research,
photographs, and primary
source documents, Sweetser's
book celebrates the enduring
influence of Union Presbyterian
Seminary in the church and
beyond.
Proclamation! Sep 24 2022 At
long last here is a textbook for
the basic public speaking
course--one that integrates a
Christian worldview with up-todate scholarship in the field of
communication. Proclamation!
covers the standard speech
types: informative speech,
persuasive speech, and
ceremonial speech. In addition,
Blake J. Neff recognizes that
Christians need to know how to
deliver an edifying speech and
a personal testimony speech.
Neff acknowledges that one of
the reasons to study public
address at the university level
is that God has commanded His
people to Òalways be prepared
to give an account (1 Peter
3:15). Proclamation! prepares
Christians to speak not only as
one to many but also as
members of interpersonal or
small groups. Christian
teachers of public speaking will
appreciate the assistance this
book offers toward integrating
faith with learning. Students
will applaud the practical and
readable approaches found in
Proclamation!
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Identity and Territory Jul 10
2021 Throughout history, the
relationship between Jews and
their land has been a vibrant,
much-debated topic within the
Jewish world and in
international political
discourse. Identity and
Territory explores how ancient
conceptions of Israel—of both
the land itself and its shifting
frontiers and borders—have
played a decisive role in
forming national and religious
identities across the millennia.
Through the works of Second
Temple period Jews and
rabbinic literature, Eyal BenEliyahu examines the role of
territorial status, boundaries,
mental maps, and holy sites,
drawing comparisons to
popular Jewish and Christian
perceptions of space. Showing
how space defines nationhood
and how Jewish identity
influences perceptions of
space, Ben-Eliyahu uncovers
varied understandings of the
land that resonate with
contemporary views of the
relationship between territory
and ideology.
Broken Gourds Feb 17 2022
Broken Gourds is Inspirational
Folklore. It is a portrait of
humanity mirrored in the
events of one small Jamaican
farming village. The story tells
of a lowly healer whose mission
is to empower the oppressed
while fostering harmony and
hope. His success attracts the
temptations of greed, hate, and
lust. These he must struggle to
overcome. FIC000000
Constantine and the Bishops
Dec 03 2020 Historians who
viewed imperial Rome in terms
of a conflict between pagans
and Christians have often

regarded Constantine's
conversion as the triumph of
Christianity over paganism.
Here Drake offers a fresh
understanding of Constantine's
rule.
A Catalogue of Pamphlets,
Tracts, Proclamations,
Speeches, Sermons, Trials,
Petitions, from 1506 to 1700, in
the Library of the Honourable
Society of Lincoln's Inn Feb 05
2021
Proceedings of the Church
Missionary Society for Africa
and the East... Jan 16 2022
A Vision Splendid Aug 19
2019 During his forty-five years
as a Latter-day Saint apostle
and nineteen years as the
prophet, David O. McKay gave
thousands of speeches,
including hundreds of temple
and chapel dedications, civic
addresses, funeral sermons,
and General Conference and
other Church-related talks.
Many of these speeches contain
some of the same prose and
poetry, but no two speeches
are the same. All of these
discourses were written by
McKay himself, and virtually all
of them were typed, organized,
and kept in large, legal-sized
leather binders by Clare
Middlemiss, his long-time
personal secretary. His choice
of prose reveals his favorite
authors and literature, a
glimpse into his personal
library. It also conveys his
ideals and his fervent belief in
their truth. Never before, and
not since, has The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints had a prophet so well
versed in secular as well as
scriptural prose. McKay’s
intellectual and spiritual worlds
meshed as he recited with ease
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the poetry of Edgar A. Guest,
John Oxenham, and Joaquin
Miller, as well as the patriotic
pronouncements of George
Washington, Patrick Henry,
and Benjamin Franklin. In one
speech he seemed to have
studied Scottish lore, and in
another he effortlessly extolled
current US statistics on crime
or divorce. He was at times
romantic and wistful, and at
other times firm and warning.
In A Vision Splendid: The
Discourses of David O. McKay,
Anne-Marie Wright
Lampropoulos culls from the
vast records of McKay's
discourses that Middlemiss
kept and groups certain
categories of speeches
together: dedications, civic
addresses, Church discourses,
and funeral sermons. Each
chapter broadly analyzes a
category and then includes
samples of illustrative full
speeches. This analysis and
compilation illustrates how
McKay looked to poignant
prose for a sense of his own
personal identity and
inspiration, as well as the
larger identity and inspiration
of Church members.
History of Warren Jun 16 2019
The Stories of Building the
Black Beach Community of
Ocean City, North Carolina Apr
19 2022 The Stories of Building
the Black Beach Community of
Ocean City, North Carolina
shares a provocative story
about a small Black beach
community on North Topsail
Island, North Carolina. Ocean
City residents radically created
a safe harbor for Blacks to
visit, live, worship and recreate
in the midst of de facto
segregation.
sample-church-dedication-speech

How the Obama Presidency
Changed the Political
Landscape Jan 24 2020
Covering key issues ranging
from education to political
mobilization to racial
stratification, this book
provides a comprehensive
examination of the Obama
Presidency. • Investigates
linkages among micro and
macro political issues,
including voting rights,
patterns, and Get Out the Vote
(GOTV) initiatives • Provides a
fair and balanced examination
of the challenges Obama
encountered across his two
terms in office • Considers the
short- and long-term impacts
Obama's presidency had on
race relations • Spotlights the
hot topics of race and ethnicity
in politics, particularly in light
of the Obama presidency and
frequent conflicts and
discussions regarding race
Bulletin of the Public
Library of the City of Boston
Dec 23 2019
From Synagogue to Church:
The Traditional Design Oct 25
2022 The designs of
synagogues and churches are
acknowledged to be very alike.
But the designers' procedure
was confidential, and so far
standard explanations have
been unsatisfactory. A
synagogue should express
heavenly values with earthly
materials. This combination
was in fact expressed in
numbers, for, as Plato said,
they linked heaven and earth.
Scripture described both the
Jewish Tabernacle and Temple
with a wealth of numbers.
Proportions based on these
numbers were used to design
synagogues. Only a few Jewish

documents survive, but they
reveal a symbolism, which
Christians sometimes repeat.
The synagogue sanctuary was
designed to contain the 'Holy
Ark', and the mosaic floors
reveal the point 'Before the
Ark' for the prayers and
readings. These places faced
each other, with the idea that
God was facing his people. The
synagogue was seen as facing
heaven and in church buildings
Christians repeated the same
proportions. This was a joint
tradition among Jews and
Christians. It was easy to
design, was carried out
secretly and accurately, and without a computer - was
extremely hard to unravel. This
book, for the first time, does
just that.
Foundation, Dedication and
Consecration in Early Modern
Europe Aug 23 2022 Bringing
together contributions from art
history, architectural history,
historiography and history of
law, this volume is the first
comprehensive exploration of
the manifold meanings of
foundation, dedication and
consecration rituals and
narratives in early modern
culture.
The Demonic in the Political
Thought of Eusebius of
Caesarea May 08 2021 The
Demonic in the Political
Thought of Eusebius of
Caesarea explores how
Eusebius of Caesarea's ideas
about demons interacted with
and helped to shape his
thought on other topics,
particularly political topics
Hazel Johannessen builds on
and complements recent work
on early Christian and early
modern demonology. Eusebius'
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political thought has long
drawn the attention of scholars
who have identified in some of
his works the foundations of
later Byzantine theories of
kingship. However, Eusebius'
political thought has not
previously been examined in
the light of his views on
demons. Moreover, despite
frequent references to demons
throughout many of Eusebius'
works, there has been no
comprehensive study of
Eusebius' views on demons,
until now, as expressed
throughout a range of his
works. The originality of this
study lies both in an initial
examination of Eusebius' views
on demons and their place in
his cosmology, and in the
application of the insights
derived from this to
consideration of his political
thought. As a result of this new
perspective, Johannessen
challenges scholars' traditional
characterization of Eusebius as
a triumphal optimist. Instead,
she draws attention to his
concerns about a continuing
demonic threat, capable of
disrupting humankind's
salvation, and presents
Eusebius as a more cautious
figure than the one familiar to
late antique scholarship.
The History of the Puritans, Or
Protestant Non-conformists
May 28 2020
Scenting Salvation Mar 26
2020 This book explores the
role of bodily, sensory
experience in early Christianity
(first – seventh centuries AD)
by focusing on the importance
of smell in ancient
Mediterranean culture.
Following its legalization in the
fourth century Roman Empire,
sample-church-dedication-speech

Christianity cultivated a
dramatically flourishing
devotional piety, in which the
bodily senses were utilized as
crucial instruments of humandivine interaction. Rich
olfactory practices developed
as part of this shift, with lavish
uses of incense, holy oils, and
other sacred scents. At the
same time, Christians showed
profound interest in what
smells could mean. How could
the experience of smell be
construed in revelatory terms?
What specifically could it
convey? How and what could
be known through smell?
Scenting Salvation argues that
ancient Christians used
olfactory experience for
purposes of a distinctive
religious epistemology:
formulating knowledge of the
divine in order to yield, in turn,
a particular human identity.
Using a wide array of Pagan,
Jewish, and Christian sources,
Susan Ashbrook Harvey
examines the ancient
understanding of smell through
religious rituals, liturgical
practices, mystagogical
commentaries, literary
imagery, homiletic conventions;
scientific, medical, and
cosmological models; ascetic
disciplines, theological
discourse, and eschatological
expectations. In the process,
she argues for a richer
appreciation of ancient notions
of embodiment, and of the roles
the body might serve in
religion.
Speech Index Oct 13 2021 "The
purpose of the Speech Index is
to serve as a guide to speeches
of famous orators from the
earliest times to the preent
day, and to types of speeches"--

Taken from Preface (Page v.).
Ritual Sites and Religious
Rivalries in Late Roman North
Africa Oct 21 2019 In Ritual
Sites and Religious Rivalries in
Late Roman North Africa,
Lander examines the rhetorical
and physical battles for sacred
space between practitioners of
traditional Roman religion,
Christians, and Jews of late
Roman North Africa. By
analyzing literary along with
archaeological evidence,
Lander provides a new
understanding of ancient
notions of ritual space. This
regard for ritual sites above
other locations rendered the
act or mere suggestion of
seizing and destroying them
powerful weapons in intergroup religious conflicts.
Lander demonstrates that the
quantity and harshness of
discursive and physical attacks
on ritual spaces directly
correlates to their symbolic
value. This heightened
valuation reached such a level
that rivals were willing to
violate conventional Roman
norms of property rights to
display spatial control.
Moreover, Roman Imperial
policy eventually appropriated
spatial triumphalism as a
strategy for negotiating
religious conflicts, giving rise
to a new form of spatial
colonialism that was explicitly
religious.
The antiquities of the
Christian church Aug 11
2021
What Makes a Church Sacred?
Nov 21 2019 "If churches
belong to no one, what is their
purpose? Mary K. Farag
persuasively demonstrates that
three interest groups cared
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about this question in late
antiquity: law-makers,
Christian leaders, and wealthy
lay-persons. Most of the time,
their answers co-existed,
sitting side-by-side like tectonic
plates. Yet the plates did not
always sit still, and it is events
on their colliding boundaries
that account for familiar
Christian controversies in novel
ways. What Makes a Church
Sacred? argues that
scholarship misunderstands
well-known religious figures by
ignoring the legal issues they
faced. In this seminal text,
Farag nuances the scholarly
conversations on sacred space,
gift-giving, wealth, and poverty
in the late antique
Mediterranean world, making
use not only of Latin and Greek
sources, but also Coptic and
Arabic evidence"-The Churches and the Third
Reich Jun 28 2020 This
monumental, comprehensive,
controversial study is the first
volume of a definitive history of
the churches in Germany
between the wars. It is
especially significant in that it
is based on a great deal of
original research into both
religious and political sources,
and is the first book to work on
the presupposition that an
accurate picture of the
churches in the Third Reich
demands that both Protestant
and Roman Catholic churches
are studied side by side, since
it was the rivalry between the
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churches that in some ways
contributed to their downfall.
Contrary to what has often
been asserted, Professor
Scholder argues that Hitler did
have a plan for the churches
over a long period. Crucial to
that plan on the Catholic side
was his desire for a concordat
parallel to that achieved by
Mussolini, keeping the clergy
out of politics, which the
Vatican was over-hasty to
meet; it was the attempt to
treat the Protestant churches
in a similar way to the Catholic
church, which led to the
difficulties that ended in the
church struggle. There is also a
realistic analysis of the Jewish
question, documenting the
churches’ failure in this area
with severity and scholarly
rigor. The first part covers
developments up to Hitler’s
seizure of power; the second is
devoted to the year 1933,
during which all the major
issues were in fact decided.
A Religious History of the
American GI in World War II
Jul 18 2019 A Religious History
of the American GI in World
War II breaks new ground by
recounting the armed forces’
unprecedented efforts to meet
the spiritual needs of the
fifteen million men and women
who served in World War II.
For President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and many GIs,
religion remained a core
American value that fortified
their resolve in the fight

against Axis tyranny. While
combatants turned to fellow
comrades for support, even
more were sustained by prayer.
GIs flocked to services, and
when they mourned comrades
lost in battle, chaplains offered
solace and underscored the
righteousness of their cause.
This study is essential reading
for anyone seeking to
understand the social history of
the American GI during World
War II. Drawing on an
extensive range of letters,
diaries, oral histories, and
memoirs, G. Kurt Piehler
challenges the conventional
wisdom that portrays the
American GI as a
nonideological warrior.
American GIs echoed the views
of FDR, who saw a Nazi victory
as a threat to religious freedom
and recognized the antisemitic
character of the regime.
Official policies promoted a
civil religion that stressed
equality between
Protestantism, Roman
Catholicism, and Judaism.
Many chaplains embraced this
tri-faith vision and strived to
meet the spiritual needs of all
servicepeople regardless of
their own denomination. While
examples of bigotry,
sectarianism, and intolerance
remained, the armed forces
fostered the free exercise of
religion that promoted a
respect for the plurality of
American religious life among
GIs.
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